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ChatGPT-4 Marketing Strategy for a $5M Revenue RIA 
Prompted by Steve Sanduski, CFP® 

 
 
Prompt: Play the role of a financial advisor marketing expert. Lay out a detailed marketing 
strategy for a $5 million annual revenue RIA firm that wants to grow 20% per year. 
 
ChatGPT: 
As a financial advisor marketing expert, I would devise a strategy that focuses on both client 
acquisition and retention, with an emphasis on digital marketing to leverage cost-effective 
and measurable channels. Here is a detailed plan for a $5 million annual revenue RIA firm 
aiming for 20% yearly growth: 
 
1. Branding and Positioning: 

• Clarify Brand Message: Ensure the firm’s value proposition is clear, compelling, and 
differentiates it from competitors. 

• Target Audience Identification: Deeply understand the target audience 
demographics, needs, and financial behaviors. 

2. Digital Presence: 
• Website Overhaul: Ensure the website is user-friendly, mobile-responsive, contains 

clear calls-to-action (CTAs), and is optimized for conversions. 
• SEO Strategy: Implement an SEO strategy targeting high-value keywords related to 

the services offered by the firm to improve organic search rankings. 
3. Content Marketing: 

• Educational Content: Produce high-quality, informative content that addresses 
clients' pain points, including blog posts, whitepapers, and e-books. 

• Video Marketing: Use video content to explain complex financial concepts and to 
introduce the team, building trust and authority. 

• Webinars and Seminars: Host regular online events to educate prospects and 
provide them with an opportunity to engage with the firm. 

4. Social Media Marketing: 
• Social Presence: Maintain active profiles on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook to 

share content, market commentary, and firm updates. 
• Targeted Advertising: Use social media platforms for targeted advertising 

campaigns, leveraging their robust user data for precise audience targeting. 
5. Email Marketing: 

• Newsletter: Develop a regular newsletter with insights and updates to keep in touch 
with prospects and clients, nurturing those relationships. 

• Segmentation and Personalization: Use email segmentation to personalize 
messages based on client interests and behaviors. 
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6. Client Acquisition: 
• Referral Program: Encourage referrals with a structured program that rewards 

existing clients for introducing new clients to the firm. 
• Digital Advertising: Run PPC campaigns on Google and Bing, along with targeted 

display ads, to attract high-intent prospects. 
• Landing Pages: Create specific landing pages for different services to cater to various 

client needs and track conversion rates. 
7. Client Retention: 

• Client Feedback: Implement a system to gather and analyze client feedback 
regularly to improve services and client satisfaction. 

• Client Appreciation: Host exclusive events for current clients and engage them with 
personal touches like birthday cards or milestone acknowledgments. 

8. Partnership and Outreach: 
• Strategic Alliances: Form alliances with accountants, attorneys, and other 

professionals who can refer clients. 
• Community Involvement: Participate in community events and sponsor local 

activities to increase brand visibility and goodwill. 
9. Analytics and Adaptation: 

• Data-Driven Decisions: Use Google Analytics and CRM data to make informed 
decisions about where to focus marketing efforts. 

• KPI Tracking: Track key performance indicators (KPIs) including CAC, LTV, conversion 
rates, and churn rate to measure success and areas needing improvement. 

10. Compliance: 
• Regulatory Compliance: Ensure all marketing materials and campaigns are 

compliant with financial industry regulations and standards. 
Budget Allocation: 

• Allocate the marketing budget based on channels and strategies that have the 
highest ROI. For a $5 million firm aiming for aggressive growth, a marketing budget 
of 5-10% of revenue is not uncommon. 

Implementation Timeline: 
• Q1: Brand and website strategy, SEO audit, and content calendar development. 
• Q2: Launch content marketing and social media campaigns, email newsletter 

initiation. 
• Q3: Optimize and expand digital advertising, start the referral program. 
• Q4: Evaluate KPIs, adapt strategies, and plan for the following year. 

 
This strategy will require a blend of in-house marketing talent and possibly the partnership 
with a specialized marketing firm, particularly for tasks requiring specific expertise, such as 
SEO, content creation, and digital advertising. Regular reviews and adjustments will be 
crucial to stay aligned with the growth targets, as digital marketing landscapes and client 
behaviors evolve rapidly. 


